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WebSite Accessibility

Several dentists in Texas have received letters from attorneys alleging their websites violate the
Americans with Disabilities Act(AwDA) because the websites are not accessible to individuals with

disabilities such as blindness or hearing impairment. Such letters typically request the payment of some
amount of money in order to avoid a lawsuit, and may also insist on prompt compliance with the law.

Such claims appear to be on the increase. If you have a website you may similarly be at risk.^ While the
task of putting your website into full compliance may require some time and expense, there are certain
steps that can be taken in the short term.
1. Here are some things you can do now to decrease the risk of a claim:

a) Add an "Accessibility Link." Add a link (similar to the website's privacy policy)that links to a
page that tells individuals with disabilities what to do if they can't access something on your

website (see sample in Attachment 1). Train your staff to respond effectively to requests for
assistance (e.g., reading web content over the phone, providing a transcript of video content,
helping people fill out forms).

b) Talk to Website Designer. Ask your website designer if the website is accessible as designed
and implemented (for example, your designer may be able to assure you that it complies with a
set of standards known as "WCAG 2.0 Levels A and AA"^). In addition, ask what must be done to

make accessible the content you add yourself (if you're unsure, take down added content
temporarily).

c) Take Down, Evaluate, and/or Replace Website. If the website is not accessible, or If the
designer doesn't know whether or how to make it accessible, you may wish to:
o
o

o

Temporarily take down the website; and/or
Have the website evaluated by a qualified consultant; and/or

Replace it, at least temporarily, with a very simple website that is less likely to have
accessibility barriers; and/or

o

Work with a qualified website designer to create a new, accessible website that has all of
the features your practice wants to have (It's often more cost effective to just start from
scratch).

d) Adapt your Contracts. Make sure any contract for a new website requires the website developer
to provide a website that is compliant with accessibility standards such as"WCAG 2.0 Levels A
and AA.''^

^ The American Dental Association has developed the attached white paper,"Website Accessibility:
Strategies for Dentists" which provides information that you may find helpful and may wish to share with
your attorney.
2 See httD://www.w3.orq/TR/WCAG20/.

3 Sample Clause: Accessibility. Designer represents and warrants that all deliverables will be in
conformity with all applicable regulatory requirements, including but not limited to conformance with
applicable provisions of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(WCAG)2.0 Levels A and AA.
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